The honest truth / Dan Gemeinhart  F GEME
The Year the gypsies came / Linzi Glass  F GLAS
The 10pm question / Kate De Goldi  F GOL
My life in pink and green / Lisa Greenwald  F GREE
Bitter chocolate / Sally Grindley  F GRIN
The curious incident of the dog in the night time /
Mark Haddon  F HADD
Days of grace / Catherine Hal  F HAL
Iris and the tiger / Leanne Hall  F HALL
Journey’s end / Rachel Hawkins  F HAWK
Hope is a ferris wheel / Robyn Herrera  F HERR
Witness / Karen Hesse  F HESS
Fish in a tree / Lynda Hunt  F HUNT
Howl’s Moving Castle / Diana Wynne Jones  F JONE
The phantom tollbooth / Norton Juster  F JUST
The tail of Emily Windsnap / Liz Kessler  F KESS
Otherworldlies / Jennifer Kogler  F KOG
The Cloak Society / Jeremy Kraatz  F KRAA
Dreams in the golden country / Kathryn Laskey  F LASK
Journey to the new world / Kathryn Laskey  F LASK
Ella enchanted / Gail Carson Levine  F LEVI
A wrinkle in time / Madeline L’Engle  F LENG
Rules / Cynthia Lord  F LORD
The Undrowned child / Michelle Lourie  F LOUR
The giver / Lois Lowry  F LOWR
Number the stars / Lois Lowry  F LOWR
The CANDYmakers / Wendy Maas  F MAAS
The Magician of Hoad / Margaret Mahy  F MAHY
Disappearing Act / James Maloney  F MALO
A mango-shaped space / Wendy Mass  F MASS
Son of death / Andrew McDonald  F MCD0
Surface tension / Meg McKinlay  F MCKI
Playing cupid / Jenny Meyerhoff  F MEYE
The extremely inconvenient adventures of Bronte
Mettlestone / Jaclyn Moriarty  F MORI
Long way home / Michael Morpurgo  F MORP
Trash / Andy Mulligan  F MULL
The year it all ended / Kirsty Murray  F MURR
Joe all alone / Joanna Nadin  F NADI
Word nerd / Susin Nielsen  F NIEL
Frogkisser / Garth Nix  F NIX
The Aviary / Kathleen O’ Dell  F ODEL
Let’s kill Uncle / Rohan O’Grady  F ORGA
A long walk to water / Linda Sue Park  F PARK
Wolf Brother / Michelle Paver  F PAVE
First test / Tamora Pierce  F PIER
The Westing game / Ellen Raskin  F RASK
Ghost ship / Dietlof Reiche  F REIC
The Secret cooking club / Laurel Remington  F REMI
Luka and the fire of life / Salman Rushdie  F RUSH
Holes / Louis Sachar  F SACH
Hook’s daughter / Heidi Schulz  F SCHU
Monsieur Cadichon : memoirs of a donkey /
Contesse de Ségur  F SEGU
The invention of Hugo Cabret / Brian Selznick  F SELZ
Shooting Kabul / H.N. Senzai  F SENZ
The Flask / Nicky Singer  F SING
Star girl / Jerry Spinelli  F SPIN
Liar and spy / Rebecca Stead  F STEA
Counting by 7’s / Holly Goldberg Sloan  F SLOA
Ice breaker / Lian Tanner  F TANN
Fantasy
The Good thief / Hannah Tinti  F TINT
Girl who circumnavigated fairyland in a ship of her
own making / Catherynne Valente  F VALE
The secrets we keep / Nova Weetman  F WEE
Dandelion clocks / Rebecca Westcott  F WEST
Five things they never told me / Rebecca Westcott  F WEST
Thirst / Lizzie Wilcox  F WILC
A girl called Owl / Amy Wilson  F WILS
Beyond the bright sea / Lauren Wolk  F WOLK
Sorcery and Cecilia or the enchanted chocolate pot
/ Patricia Wrede  F WRED
The book thief / Markus Zusak  F ZUSA
The princess diaries / Meg Cabot  F CABO
The Awakening / Michael Carroll  F CARR
School for Good and Evil / Soman Chainani  F CHAI
Ruby Redfort / Lauren Child  F CHIL
Artemis Fowl / Eoin Colfer  F COLF
The Hunger Games / Suzanne Collins  F COLL
Inkheart / Cornelia Funke  F FUNK
Once / Morris Gleitzman  F GLEI
How to rock braces and glasses / Meg Haston  F HAST
Kerenza / Rosemary Hawke  F HAWK
A very unusual pursuit / Catherine Jinks  F JINK
The glass bird girl / Esme Kerr  F KERR
The cloak society / Jeramey Kraatz  F KRAA
Skulduggery pleasant / Derek Landy  F LAND
A wizard of Earthsea / Ursula Le Guin  F LEGU
The chronicles of Narnia / C.S. Lewis  F LEWI
Binny for short / Hilary McKay  F MCKA
Flirty dancing / Jenny McLachlan  F MCLA
Beyond the door / Maureen McQuerry  F MCQU
Chasing the valley / Skye Melki-Wegner  F MELK
Book of Lies / James Moloney  F MOLO
Fantasy
The Recruit / Robert Muchamore  F MUCH
Sky raiders / Brandon Mull  F MULL
The Accidental hero / Matt Myklusch  F MYKL
Sabriel / Garth Nix  F NIX
Mister Monday / Garth Nix  F NIX
Eragon / Christopher Paolini  F PAOL
Bridge to Terabithia / Katherine Paterson  F PATE
Wee three men / Terry Pratchett  F PRAT
The golden compass / Philip Pullman  F PULL
Percy Jackson / Rick Riordan  F RIOR
Harry Potter / J.K. Rowling  F ROWL
Hook’s daughter / Heidi Schultz  F SCHUL
A bad beginning / Lemony Snicket  F SNIC
The Mysterious Benedict Society / Trenton Lee Stewart  F STEW
Race to the end of the world / A L Tait  F TAIT
Ice breaker / Lian Tanner  F TANN
Little women / Louisa May Alcott  F ALCO
Pride and prejudice / Jane Austen  F AUST
The secret garden / Frances Hodgson Burnett  F BURN
Oliver Twist / Charles Dickens  F DICK
Annie of Green Gables / L. M. Montgomery  F MONT
Playing Beatie Bow / Ruth Park  F PARK
Black Beauty / Anna Sewell  F SEWE
Heidi / Johanna Spyri  F SPYR
Treasure Island / Robert Louis Stevenson  F STEV
The Hobbit / J.R.R. Tolkien  F TOLK
Seven little Australians / Ethel Turner  F TURN
The adventures of Tom Sawyer / Mark Twain  F TWAI
Around the world in 80 days / Jules Verne  F VERN
Girl who climbed Everest / Sue Williams  920 AZAR
Boy / Roald Dahl  920 DAHL
Amelia Earhart / Diane Dakers  920 EARH
Three wishes / Deborah Ellis  920 ELLI
Born to run / Cathy Freeman  920 FREE
Diary of a young girl / Anne Frank  920 FRA
Temple Grandin : how the girl who loved cows embraced autism and changed the world / Sy Montgomery  920 GRAN
Soul surfer / Bethany Hamilton  920 HAMI